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UNIVERSITY STANDING PANEL REPORT 
 
PART A: SUMMARY REPORT CONFIRMED 
 
 

A1 Programme Specification Title 

 
Youth and Community Work Studies Programmes 
 

A2 Home Department/School Multi-professional Programmes Area 

A3 Home Faculty or 
Supporting Faculty 

Institute of Education 

A4 Type of Proposal  Periodic Review 
 

A5 Date of Standing Panel 17 January 2012 

A6 Objectives of Event 

 
To ensure that the design, academic standards and quality of learning opportunities of the 
existing programme(s), together with the proposed developments, given strategic approval on 
13 July 2011 (and amended 8 November 2011) (SAF ref PARM/11/104 refers) and as 
outlined in 7 below, remain appropriate to the awards to which the programme leads and are 
informed by reference to institutional regulations and policies, national benchmarks and 
relevant professional and employment demands. 
  

A7 Outline of Proposal/Developments 

The programme was well established at MMU and offered professional qualification awards in 
Youth and Community Work at both undergraduate and postgraduate level.  It also offered a 
non-professional qualifying route through the programme.  It was last reviewed in April 2008 
and the current review had been brought forward by one year to accommodate the re-
alignment Levels 5 and 6 to comply with the University’s revised Undergraduate Curriculum 
Framework (Level 4 having been re-aligned during 2010/11). 
 
The professional qualification awards were accredited by the National Youth Agency (NYA) 
The NYA undertook its own accreditation processes, separate from the University’s own 
review processes.   
 
Integral to the re-alignment of the undergraduate curriculum was the University’s policy to 
allow students the option to study 15 credits of languages, at each level, via its Uniwide 
Languages scheme.  In 2010/11, exemption from the Uniwide scheme had been granted for 
Level 4 on the basis that professional nature of the provision and the need to adhere to 
specified curriculum content in order to retain professional accreditation.  As part of the 
review, the request for exemption had been extended to Levels 5 and 6. 
 
In addition, as part of the review, it was intended to introduce the following fall-back exit awards 
to provide a final academic award for those students who exit without achieving the professional 
qualification in youth and community work (nb similar awards were already available at 
undergraduate level): 
 

 Postgraduate Diploma in Community Education Studies 

 Postgraduate Certificate in Community Education Studies 
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A8 Conduct of the Event and Panel Membership 

 
The panel included the following internal members: 
 

 Dr Mary Meldrum    (Chair) 

 Prof Neil Fowler    (Academic Representative) 

 Mr Mathew Rushton   (Student Union Representative) 

 Mrs Marian Kelly   (Panel Secretary) 

 Ms Bairbre Walsh   (CASQE Observer) 
 
The panel included the following external member appointed by the Head of Centre for 
Academic Standards & Quality Enhancement: 
 

 Professor Andy Cobb, Emeritus Professor of Plant Science 
 

The follow member of staff attended a meeting with the Panel to provide clarification on any 
issues arising from the consideration of the documentation: 
 

 Ms Janet Batsleer  (Institute of Education) 

  

A9 Documentary Evidence Base 

 Agreed Approval Process Form 

 Course Development Plan (including Strategic Approval Form, Strategic Approval 
Sign-off, Staff CVs) 

 Programme Specification 

 Unit Specifications 

 External Examiner Comments and Programme Team Response to any issues raised  

 Report on Student Meeting 

 Programme Team Action Plan in response in issues raised in the student report 
 

A10 Summary of Discussions & Identification of Good Practice 

 
The following general points were noted: 
 

 Prior to agreement for review by Standing Panel, the Head of Centre for Academic 
Standards and Quality Enhancement (CASQE) had reviewed  and deemed 
satisfactory, a range of “health check” data including programme statistics relating to 
admissions, progression and final exit awards, external examiner comments and NSS 
outcomes. 

 The proposals under consideration aligned with those included in the Strategic 
Approval Form for which strategic approval had been granted. 

 The External Examiner endorsed the proposal without any requests for amendment. 

 The documentation was complete and appropriate. 

 The proposal to introduce fall-back final awards at postgraduate level for students who 
successfully obtained the necessary academic credits but failed to comply with 
professional body accreditation and licence to practise requirements was appropriate.  

 Approval had been received from the Academic Development Committee for variation 
to the University’s Postgraduate Assessment Regulations to enable the use of 30 and 
60 credit units. 

 Existing approved variations to the Undergraduate and Postgraduate Assessment 
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Regulations to comply with National Youth Agency requirements would be retained as 
follows: 
 
(i) undergraduate units must be passed and not eligible for condonement: 

- Participatory Learning and Action 
- Reflective Practice in Community-based Collaborative Enquiry 
- Critical and Reflective Practice 

(ii) postgraduate units must be passed and not eligible for condonement: 
- Participatory Enquiry and Reflective Practice in Youth and Community 

Work 
- Critical and Reflective Practice 

 
In discussion with the programme representatives, the following areas were specifically 
addressed: 
 
Uniwide 

 The Panel endorsed the request for non-involvement in the Uniwide Scheme on the 
basis that professional nature of the provision and the need to adhere to specified 
curriculum content in order to retain professional accreditation.  Clarification was 
received that the exemption request included Level 6 as well as Levels 4 and 5.  The 
Programme Representative expressed her disappointment that the programme could 
not take advantage of the Scheme due to the professional requirements of 
accreditation.  In a related discussion, the Panel was advised that a high proportion of 
students on these programmes had significant “community” language skills and any 
move towards the University recognising these language skills, either in a similar 
fashion to the Uniwide scheme or through any alternative means, would be welcomed 
by both the Programme Team and students. 

 
 Programme Specification 

 Following a general review of the programme specification, the Panel requested a 
number of amendments to ensure the accuracy of the document (full details provided 
at the end of Section A of this report) 

 The Panel noted the high number of Programme Learning Outcomes for each award 
and requested the Programme Team review these with a view to reducing them where 
possible. 
 

Unit Specifications 

 Reflective Practice and Community Based Collaborative Enquiry Unit  (Level 5) 
Whilst recognising the concern expressed by the Panel that insufficient detail 
appeared to be provided for students relating to the content of this unit, the 
Programme Representative was able to assure members that students were given a 
Student Professional Practice Handbook for the unit which provided very detailed 
information, prepared in consultation with the professional body as it was impossible 
to reflect all of these details within the unit specification.  Although students were 
provided with a link to the handbook via Moodle, the Team was recommended to 
include the web link address within the unit specification summary to ensure that 
readers were immediately aware of the extensive additional information available to 
support the unit. 

 Following a general review of unit specifications, a number of observations were made 
which needed to be addressed to ensure compliance with the revised Undergraduate 
Curriculum Framework (EQAL) (full details provided at the end of Section A of this 
report) 

 The Panel considered that the imbalance of assessment weightings on some units 
(eg70%-30%) might prove contentious, as students might find it difficult to redeem a 
failure in the larger weighted element of assessment through their work on the other 
assessment.  Members also suggested that such a large imbalance might not be 
helpful to students in terms of the even distribution of student workload across the 
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year.  The Team was recommended to review significantly imbalanced assessment 
weightings with a view to amending to something less extreme (eg 60/40 rather than 
70/30). 

                              
Student Related 

 The Programme Representative acknowledged that the statistics included in the 
documentation indicated relatively poor National Student Survey (NSS) scores in the 
areas of Organisation and Management and Academic Support.  However, the data 
provided had been the generic Faculty data as the programme was too small to 
generate its own specific sets of data.  The Faculty was, however, taking measures to 
address these scores.  One particular development had been the appointment of a 
Principal Lecturer with responsibility for a cluster of programmes (of which this network 
was one).  The PL was responsible for ensuring all programmes complied with 
University threshold standards, offered a consistent student experience at such times 
as induction and obtained timely and consistent feedback from students via 
questionnaires. 

 Again, because of the small cohort size, it had been difficult to assess qualitative 
comments attached to the NSS scores. The Programme Leader assured the Panel that 
all comments, and particularly any negative ones, were always given full consideration. 

 It was noted that little data was provided in respect of retention rates and destinations.  
This was, again, due to the size of the programme and the lack of programme specific 
information available through University data statistics.   The Panel advised that the 
impending introduction of KISS data requirements made it an imperative that the Team 
produce a range of programme-specific statistics, even if this had to be undertaken 
manually.  If data was not available then this should be flagged to the University. 

 The Panel commended the Team on the informal relationships staff members 
developed with students. 
 

Placements 

 Although raised as a potential issue in the documentation, the Programme 
Representative was able to confirm that finding student placements had not been a 
problem during the current year. 
 

The following areas of good practice were noted: 
 

 The Team’s active involvement with employers. 

 The embedding of practice within units at all levels. 
 

A11 Conclusions  

 
The Panel concluded that the intended learning outcomes of the programme were being 
achieved by students, that the standards of the University’s awards were being maintained 
and that the programme as modified remains current and valid in the light of developing 
knowledge in the discipline, practice in its operation and developments in teaching and 
learning. 
 

A12 Summary of Outcome 

The Panel recommended: 
 
Continued approval with effect from September 2012 subject to fulfilment of the four 
conditions in Section A13 below. 
 
A full list of the award titles approved may be found in paragraph 2 of the updated programme 
specification. 
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A full list of changes made as part of this Review event may be found in Appendix 1 of this 
report. 
 

A13 Condition(s) of Approval 

 
The following conditions of approval must be fulfilled before the modified programme may 
commence: 
 
1. Amendment of the programme specification in line with advice given by the Panel (see 

list at the end of Section A of the report for detail). 
 
2. Amendment of Unit Specifications in line with advice given by the Panel (see list at the 

end of Section A for detail). 
 
3. Submission of an explicit response to NSS scores in relation to Organisation and 

Management and Academic Support and provision of an action plan to support the 
response. 

 
4. Clarification of  retention and progression rates and statistics relating to “good 

honours”, provision of an analysis/commentary on these together with an appropriate 
action plan responding to issues raised. 

 

A14 Deadline(s) for Fulfilment of Condition(s) 

 
17 February 2012 

A15 Recommendations 

 
No recommendations were made to the Programme Team. 
 
Recommendations to the University 
 
To request the Academic Development to consider: 
 
(i) how to accommodate those undergraduate programmes which had expressed an 

interest in the Uniwide scheme but which were, for professional accreditation reasons, 
unable to include Language provision within their curriculum. 

 
(ii) how to recognise students with “community” language skills either as part of the 

Uniwide scheme or through other means. 
  

A16 Date of next scheduled review 
 

 
The next scheduled periodic review of the programme will be held during the Autumn/Spring 
term of 2017/18. 
 

 

For CASQE use only 
 

REPORT STATUS SUMMARY for CASQE use only  
 

CASQE 1 Report approved by the 
Panel Chair 

 

CASQE 2 Report circulated to 
F/CQA 
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CASQE 3 Date of CASQE 
Recommendation to ADC 

4 May 2012 (ADC) 

CASQE 4 ADC Date & Outcome 30 May 2012 Approved 

 
 
End of Part A: Summary Report 
 
 

PART B: RESPONSE TO CONDITIONS: STATUS REPORT 
 

Programme Specification 
Title 

Youth and Community Work Programmes 

Type of Proposal 
 

Periodic Review 

Date of Standing Panel 
 

17 January 2012 

Deadline for fulfilment of 
Conditions 

17 February 2012 

Panel Chair 
 

Dr Mary Meldrum 

 

Response to be approved by (indicate as appropriate) 

 

Panel Chair on behalf of 
Panel 

 

All/designated Panel 
Member (please specify) 

x 

2 Documentation submitted for approval 

 
  Programme Team’s Response 

Revised Programme Specification 
Revised unit proformas 
Retention data (Excel spreadsheet) 
Unit proforma for new unit ‘Community Education Studies’ 

3 Confirmation of approval 

I confirm that I am satisfied that the conditions of approval have been fulfilled. 
 
Signed:  Mary Meldrum  (confirmatory email attached) 
 
Date:  30 April 2012 

 

For CASQE use only 

CONDITIONS STATUS SUMMARY for CASQE use only  
 

CASQE 5 Confirmation of fulfilment of 
conditions circulated to 
F/CQA 

1 June 2012 

CASQE 6 Date(s)  CASQE 
Recommendation(s) on 
conditions submitted to ADC 

4 May 2012 

CASQE 7 ADC date & outcome  
 

30 May 2012 Approved 

End of Part B: Response to Conditions 


